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Tracklist Hide Credits
A1

Hung Up
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

A2

Get Together
Producer – Madonna, Stuart PriceProducer [Original Production] – Anders Bagge, Peer Astrom

A3

Sorry
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

B1

Future Lovers
Producer – Madonna, Mirwais Ahmadzaï

B2

I Love New York
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

B3

Let It Will Be
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

C1

Forbidden Love
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

C2

Jump
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

C3

How High
Co-producer – Stuart PriceProducer – Bloodshy & Avant, Madonna

D1

Isaac
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

D2

Push
Producer – Madonna, Stuart Price

D3

Like It Or Not
Producer – Bloodshy & Avant, Madonna
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Comments about Confessions On A Dance Floor - Madonna
Kit
I'm only on "Future Lovers", but so far this reissue sounds absolutely amazing. Heavy on the bass,
but that's okay for this album. Clarity is outstanding. I haven't heard the original LP, so I can't
compare it to that one. But I'm very pleased with this record. Recommended!
sergant
Hopefully these tracks were mastered for vinyl - unlike the 'Sorry', 'Jump' & 'Get Together' 12"
releases. The remixes on them are fine but the original album tracks are horrendous. They haven't
been de essed. Very disappointed. It was a complete waste of money as I was only interested in the
album tracks...
Wooden Purple Romeo
This is similar to the new "rereleases" of several of Madonna records on vinyl. I bought the Music
rerelease on Amazon- they're nice, all of them are 180 gram, and a few have extra tracks (in the case
of music- "American Pie" was included). This is identical to the original release but as a 180 gram

version. Keep in mind, the Limited Edition original release was on pink vinyl, so they just rereleased
it on the same color. (BTW: If you don't want to buy this version, the original Limited Edition version
is STILL for sale on Best Buy... I know- odd- but the cover is glossy and the hype stickers are
included. Highly recommend.)
Rude
The 2017 reissue DOES have glossy cover =). I got original pressing and reissue and both looks and
sound identical to me.
JoJosho
so the 2017 reissue doesn’t have a glossy sleeve but the 2005 version does?
Sirara
any idea how many of these (seriously!!) pink lps were pressed?
Yayrel
I also assumed the re-release wouldn't be limited, but it says limited right on the sticker.
Kiutondyl
In the case of other rereleases (like Music), the release was not limited. I could not find this release
anywhere else, so I can not give you a certain answer, but I presume this version is not limited
either.
Pipet
mixed or unmixed? I'm waiting that they release a mixed copy on vinyl, I like listen the whole record
without gaps.
Delalbine
A little more effort and they could've at least mixed the songs on each side together. But I get that
they weren't going to spend the money to do a special mix like that.
kinder
Sadly, it is unmixed. I, too, like the mixed version better.
YSOP
They can't make it unmixed because it's spread across 4 LPs. They either have to used the mixed
master where all 12 songs blend together (which they can't split), or the unmixed master where all
songs live on their own, so that's what they did.
Mallador
WHY ??? It was pink vinyl when originally released !!!
Arilak
I got original 2006 pressing and 2017 reissue and to me both sounds identical, I don't think they did
a re-master.
Thorgahuginn
So, can anyone in these comments confirm whether it sounds better than the 2006 vinyl release?
Mr.Bean
Wow that's great, and even on the website Rhino confirm that it sounds better in 180G vinyl like
every other vinyl manufacturing company will tell you :D
Mora
ColinsCity I was shocked this had been re-released, i know its been nearly 12 years but i doubt they
could improve the sound quality unless it's 180g pink vinyl? this doesn't suggest it's 180g pink vinyl
so i think it's just so they can re-sell Madonna's vinyl albums again because it's hard to get this
album on Vinyl, i hope they re-release the Hard Candy vinyl because i bought it twice and have both

received the full blue and full pink records instead of the candy marble effect which was the
originally intended version. According to Rhino's website the record is 180 gram.
http://www.rhino.com/article/doing-a-180-madonna-confessions-on-a-dancefloor
Kesalard
I think they are reissues every album for her under the rhino label / every album she did with warner
(that's up until celebration). I was sad that the US didn't get the blue vinyl of true blue or the red
vinyl for like a Prayer. I think any album with a color in the title should have to be put onto that color
for vinyl releases. Contact rhino records & they will reply, I asked them months before the
immaculate collection was released if it was getting a reissue & they told me it was in the works & it
was a maybe. Now I didn't ask them if it was coming colored, but I'm even more happy I got a copy
now. If they reissued this on colored vinyl, that makes me think hard Candy will get a colored
release. I also think they are gonna give celebration (if they reissue it) a colored release, but just like
the immaculate collection it's gonna be limited.
Frey
colored vinyl doesn't sound any worse than black vinyl. thickness of the record itself also doesn't
make a difference. it's all about THE MASTERING.
Moonworm
I don't see how the weight will improve sound quality. Being black rather than coloured would.
Tantil
I was shocked this had been re-released, i know its been nearly 12 years but i doubt they could
improve the sound quality unless it's 180g pink vinyl? this doesn't suggest it's 180g pink vinyl so i
think it's just so they can re-sell Madonna's vinyl albums again because it's hard to get this album on
Vinyl, i hope they re-release the Hard Candy vinyl because i bought it twice and have both received
the full blue and full pink records instead of the candy marble effect which was the originally
intended version.
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